Abstract -A new framework is proposed for the calculation of impact factor ratings of research publications (articles). For each one article, a corresponding citations graph is constructed in the form of a relational table. The impactfactor is calculated by considering not only the citations made directly to an article, but also citations made to the corresponding citing article(s). In this respect, an improved algorithm is utilized, namely one that traverses all the threads in the citations graph, in an attempt to improve the degree offairness in assigning credit for the quality ofeach one article. When two articles have an equal number of (direct) citations, the one that has triggered more research activity (i.e. its citing articles attract a larger number of citations at subsequent levels in the citations graph) is assigned a higher impact factor rating and, consequently, is ranked to be better.
I. INTRODUCTION
A citations graph captures the citation indexing interrelationships for a given collection of research publications (e.g. journal and conference proceedings articles), at a given instance in time. Steve Lawrence, C. Lee Giles, and Kurt Bollacker remark that citation indexing improves scientific communication by [1] : * revealing relationships between articles, * drawing attention to important corrections or retractions of published work, * identifying significant improvements of criticisms of earlier work, and * helping limit the wasteful duplication of prior research Citation index based analysis comprises an important stage of the journal and conference evaluation ranking process. The output of the latter is taken into consideration in relation with the tenure and salary levels of researchers and academics, as well as in the funding of research projects [2] . Citation analysis is carried out by utilizing the impact factor metric, introduced by Eugene Garfield, Chairman emeritus of the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) [3] . Today, the three most widely known systems that implement citation analysis are the Web of Science (WOS) [4] , CiteSeer [5] , and SCOPUS [6] .
By utilizing the impact factor metric and a number of analogous alternative notions, article collections may be ranked, thus making possible the quantitative measurement of the quality of the hosting scientific journal, or conference [1, 2] . However, there exist many conflicting opinions on the validity of the impact factor concept and the way it is implemented in measuring scientific quality [7] .
To the best of our knowledge, the quality of an individual article is measured today by considering only the number of its (direct) citations, as well as by means of the impact factor of the journal or conference proceedings it is published with. The higher the impact factor of the (hosting) journal or conference proceedings publication, and the larger the number of citations, the better is the quality of the article in question.
In our opinion, the existing scheme is not fair to articles that deserve more credit for having attracted a large number of citations, despite the fact that they have been published with journals or conference proceedings of a relatively low impact factor value. Also, unfair is the scheme when it comes to evaluating articles that have spurred research activity in their field. A clear indication of the latter is when an article is cited in publications that in turn are heavily cited in subsequent works (i.e. they are not dead-end type research reports).
In this paper, we propose a new framework for the evaluation of the number of citations for which a research publication is given credit. The scheme considers not just the number of citations made directly to the article in question, but also the ones made to the corresponding citing article(s). Our approach clearly involves the (recursive) notion of tracing a number of cited-to-citing article pairs, up to a specified depth, along the corresponding threads in the citations graph topology. Thus, our proposal is code-named 'cc-IFF', where 'cc-' stands for cascading citations and 'IFF' stands for impactfactorframework.
0-7803-9446-1/05/$20.00 C2005 IEEE II. THE cc-IFF CONCEPT, BY EXAMPLE In the citations graph presented in Figure 1 , a hypothetical collection of 'articles' is considered. The articles are labeled with numbers from 1 to 19, and they are assigned to nodes. The directed edges in the graph represent citations made from the corresponding source node (article) to the corresponding target (article). For example, article '2' is seen to cite article '1': the relationship is represented by the arrow originating from node '2' that targets node '1'. By definition, the graph in Fig. 1 The information in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 . 15, along the 15-cites-12-that-cites-07-that-cites-03-thatcites-02-that-cites-01 thread of the citations graph.
In the rest of the paper, whenever reference is made to a thread in the citations graph, the article making the topmost citation in the hierarchy (article 15 in the example of the previous paragraph) is called the source article. Also, the recipient of the lowermost citation (article 01 in the example) is called the target article. Also, we refer to the first generation citations, made directly to an article as being its 1-gen citations. In an analogous manner, the 2nd, 3rdI... nth generation citations, i.e. those made indirectly to an article at subsequent levels in the citations graph, we call 2-gen, 3-gen, and ngen citations respectively, n being the level number of the source article with respect to the (cited) target article in the citations graph. Thus, for the example case considered in the previous paragraph, article 15 makes a 5-gen citation on article 01.
III. ISSUES CONSIDERED
Two variations of the cc-IFF algorithm were considered:
* variation-I calculated the improved citations metric at the article level. * variation-2 calculated the improved citations metric at the (author, article) level. The two approaches differed in the way they identified (and excluded from the calculation of the improved citations metric) self-citations. In the case of variation-1, a self-citation occurs when the intersection set result between the authors-list of the target and source articles is empty. In variation-2, a self-citation occurs when the name of the author in question appears in the authorslists of both the source and target articles. It turns out that variation-2 comes closer to the way self-citations are handled in practice and for this reason this is the approach that is considered in the rest of the paper.
During this, initial, stage, no attempt has been made to assign a weight to each citation instance, direct or indirect. One could easily apply a heuristic scheme whereby (say) a n-gen citation contributes a (112)n-1 value to the target item's citations metric (n is effectively the number of edges present in the corresponding citations thread, i.e. n > 1). The output of the cc-IFF algorithm comes in the form of a medal standings table in athletics, the (author, article) pairs being ranked in the (1-gen citations, 2-gen citations,..., n-gen citations) order. In this respect, the scheme is flexible for implementing a cut-off value on the maximum number of levels to be considered along the typical citations graph thread, as well as for assigning a weight value to each one level.
IV. THE TESTBED
In order to apply the cc-IFF principle in practice and to calculate the improved citations metric for a number of real life research publications, the CiteSeer environment was utilized. The main reason for choosing CiteSeer was that a good part of the core database content is publicly available for retrieval in XML format. We say "a good part", and not "the whole of the core database content", because the two are extracted from the source repository by applying two separate autonomous citation indexing (ACI) methodologies.
To populate their core database, CiteSeer implement heuristics in parsing the citations listed in the documents of the target collection. In addition, a number of methods are supported for the identification and grouping of the citations to identical articles, ranging from string distance measurements to probabilistic models that identify subfields from the words contained in the citations [1] . On the other hand, the content that is available in XML format comprises the output of machine learning type of processing that extracts open archives initiative (OAI) compliant metadata from the target collection. More specifically, a support vector machine classificationbased method is utilized for metadata extraction [8] .
The utilization of two methodologies in the construction of the core database and OAI metadata content introduces differences in the two versions of the data content. With regard to author and title parsing, the OAI data is by far the better source, but does not usually include full bibliographic details such as publisher, year of publication, etc., at the present time. Along the same lines, a number of problematic cases were encountered with the OAI metadata used in the current research project, the cases and the way they have been handled, are reported in the next section.
At present, the CiteSeer document repository involves a total of 723,140 electronic articles, focusing primarily on the computer and information science literature. The figure is small when compared to the 14,000 peerreviewed journal titles of the SCOPUS database, and to the 8,700 peer-reviewed journal titles of the WOS database. However, for a first test of the cc-IFF approach, plus by being freely available to the public, the CiteSeer collection was rated to suffice.
V. DATA PREPARATION AND PROCESSING
In Fig. 2 the typical OAI xml data record is presented, the fields of interest appearing in boldface.
The data in Fig. 2 were processed with the xml parser software, developed by Stefan Heymann [9] . For the needs of the research project in question, the fields of interest were the identifier and the title of each article, its authors-list, publication date, plus the lists of referencesto, and referenced-by article identifiers. The data extracted were used to populate three tables (Citations, Articles, and Authors) of a relational schema created in a MySQL Beta v.5 RDBMS environment (Fig. 3) . Cases 1,2, and 5 are attributed to the ACI algorithm used for the automatic extraction of the metadata (CiteSeer informed us that a comparison of author data with manually extracted metadata has indicated that the algorithm finds author names perfectly 85% of the time). For the needs of the research project in question, case number 1 possessed no problem, since it was only a small portion of the records that registered such an extra 'noise' data in the authors field. Cases 2 and 5 were dealt with by simply removing the problematic article entries. Case number 3 possessed no problem, since our citations graph was restricted to only register articles of the CiteSeer repository, by construction. Finally, case number 4 was dealt with by utilizing the references field of the OAI xml data to populate the isreferencedby column of the Citations table in the relational database schema of Fig. 3 .
In the beginning, the Citations table of the database was measured to register 1, 271, 898 rows. These rows included problematic entries involving articles from cases 1-5, considered in the previous paragraph. In addition, the table registered instances of special selfcitations that should be excluded from the citations graph. More specifically, these were cases of direct (1-gen) citations involving articles with identical authorlists. Quite naturally, it is not possible for the target article to act as a bridge in passing the citation from the source article to any one of its authors who might appear in the authors-list in any one of its cited (i.e. predecessor) articles. In this respect, rows that register such special cases of self-citations need be removed from the Citations table.
At this point, it is worth repeating that the cc-IFF framework calculates the improved citation metric for (author, article) pairs, not for articles. This means that direct citations involving a non-empty authors-lists intersection set result need be registered in the citations graph (consequently: in the Citations table) when either one of the two authors-lists involved is a superset of the other. Thus, it is only the direct citations involving identical authors-lists in both the citing and cited articles that need be excluded from appearing in the citations graph. Other than this, no further restrictions apply to the articles encountered at any one level in-between the source and the target articles of any thread in the graph.
For the testbed database considered, a total of 49,963 1-gen citations were found to involve articles with identical authors-lists. Following their removal, as well as the removal of the rows involving articles from cases 1-5, the Citations table was left with 1,065,035 rows (i.e. direct citations).
Next, the improved citations metric (composite) value was calculated up to level number three (i.e. 1-gen, 2-gen, and 3-gen) for each one (author, article) pair in the database. To speed up processing, the multi-threading algorithm of Fig. 4 Evidently, the algorithm in Fig.4 may easily be extended to calculate k-gen (k > 3) values.
VI. RESULTS
The cc-IFF code was run on an HP ZX5171EA laptop incorporating 512 Mbytes main memory, and an Intel Pentium 3.2 GHz microprocessor. It took nearly an hour and ten minutes to calculate the number of the 1-gen, 2-gen, and 3-gen citations for each one of the 1,065,035 (author, article) pairs in the database. This was taken to be indicative of the efficiency of the multi-threading algorithm in Fig. 4 . Table 2 lists the top (author, article) pairs obtained.
The entries in Table 2 are sorted first by the 1-gen, then by the 2-gen, and then by the 3-gen value. The Year column values were entered manually, by consulting the core CiteSeer database, since the content of the date published field of the OAI xml data records (Fig. 2) is not yet fully synchronized with the corresponding field in the core database. Observing the graph in Fig. 5 , one can easily identify the (author, article) pairs that fall behind in the number of 2-gen and 3-gen citations obtained: they are the ones labeled as numbers 1,2,3,4,7,8,14,15,17,18,19,28,41,44, 45,46,47,48, 49, and 50 . This one alone not being a reason for reaching a conclusion on the impact a publication has made in promoting science, the information obtained may probably be utilized for the publications that represent the peaks in Fig 5 to be given more credit for the research interest they have triggered.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
A new framework for the calculation of improved impact factor ratings for research publications is proposed. The scheme involves the calculation of the number of citations by considering not just the 1-gen ones, but also those made indirectly in a (finite) number of subsequent levels of the threaded hierarchies in the citations graph. In the present report, the first three levels are taken into consideration.
In the next stages of the work, the cc-IFF algorithm will be improved to identify instances whereby a source article cites the same target article along more than one citations thread in the graph. For example, considering the citations graph of Fig. 1 , article '9' cites article '1' along three threads: (a) 9-*1, 9-44*1, and 9-*3-*2-*1. For article '1', the scheme involves one 1-gen and two 2-gen citations and deserves to be granted a higher impact factor rating from, say, the case where the two 2-gen citations were to originate from two (as opposed to one) source articles.
Last but not least, the application of the cc-IFF algorithm in a real life situation assumes the presence of a name disambiguation data pre-processing stage [10] . This is one of the issues to be considered next in our research project.
